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The Mexican Institute of Sound, funnily enough, is not an initiative by the Mexican tourist board to promote maracas and panpipes, but an effort by one man – DJ Camilo Lara – to give you a lesson or two in the art of the Latino remix!
Keeping to his Latin roots, it’s no surprise that the track listings are, in fact, in Spanish.  Therefore I write for you today to interpret music and to translate language. Aren’t you lucky?
Opening number, "Bienvenidos a Mi Disco" (Welcome to My Record), sets the tone of the album.  While every other song these days is being digitally enhanced, DJ Camilo is doing the opposite and adding a vintage sound to his production.  Add to that a Spanish monologue, some electro blips and a funky beat, and you end up with something very unique and curious indeed.
"Mirando a Las Muchachas" (Watching Girls’) takes a sample from Andy Williams’ classic "Music to Watch Girls By" and manages to make it sound older than the original.  Think of scratching a vinyl and then playing it on a Gramophone... talk about digitally de-mastering. "Cybermambo" (Must I?) combines electro-pop with traditional Mexican fanfare.  It’s that simple, it’s that brilliant.
"Jaja Pipi" provides much hilarity to the English ear.  You would think it refers to somebody wetting themselves. You wouldn’t be too far off - translated; Pipi literally means small penis.  But in a foreign language, with some retro synth chords, it just sounds cool and clever.
Skip straight to track 14 if its 3am and you still are still fairly-straight - this psychedelic reggaton is music’s way of giving you a helping hand…and on that note I shall now close my eyes and think of flying gramophones.
8/10
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This latest collection from label Record Kicks is easy on the ear.

If it doesn’t have you dreaming of better days in the snap of a second, there is something wrong with you. This record is an aphrodisiac for the modern workplace.



From "The Young Patter" by the Baker Brothers and "Prophets Bound to Christ" by William Joseph Fowler & the Disciples, DJ Smoove mixes up a storm on record Act II. With the types of sounds that would be at home at a funk club in the funkiest of cities in the funkiest of countries, there is no denying that DJ Smoove is, for want of a better description, a cool cat.

A particularly favourite track of this reviewer is "Rags to Riches" by the Liberators, a fresh afro-funk act hailing from Sydney, Australia. The track is so rich with the sounds of Africa, it is a wonder it was not produced in, ummm, Africa.

The Diplomats of Solid Sound have been on my radar for a while, and so have Lack of Afro. So it does not surprise me that the Lack of Afro remix of the Diplomat’s tune "Give Me One More Chance", is an outright classic.

Similarly to a lot of the new releases from the team at label Record Kicks, this is highly recommended!




Label: Record Kicks 
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